
What are Throttle Controllers?
Feel the power and unleash the full potential of your
vehicle with our Thro�le Controller range. Custom tune
the thro�le response to suit any driving style, terrain
or situation, where you’re on the highway or off the
beaten track.

Our thro�le controllers provide new points of reference
for your vehicle’s thro�le mapping, modifying the torque
sent to the thro�le tables in the vehicles engine control 
unit (ECU). As a result, your thro�le response can be
adjusted for an enhanced or subdued feel, ultimately
relieving thro�le lag and slowing for complete
adaptability in any situation.

Industry-leading
standard

30 day money back
guarantee

Hundereds of thousands
sold world wide

Thousands of
positive reviews

Lifetime warranty

Why are Throttle Controllers
needed?
What if you could improve pedal response and
unleash the power that already lurks within the
standard engine? While other methods of modifying
a vehicles performance can be expensive, thro�le
controllers provide a cost-effective solution improving 
performance.

Our thro�le controllers are the perfect performance
modification. Able to be installed in as li�le as 10
minutes, they are capable of transforming the vehicle
at the push of a bu�on.
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Whats my profit?

EVC EVC-X

Ultimate9 Mode

Ultimate Mode

Launch Mode

Adapt Mode

Eco Mode

Anti-slip Mode

Valet Mode

Factory Mode

Lock Mode

Wireless Control

$195 + gst* $245 + gst*

BUY 10, GET 1 FREE

RRP $350.00 RRP $425.00

Feel the power and UNLEASH the full
potential of the vehicle with the

EVC Thro�le Controller.

EVC evolved, EXPLORE the power of
your vehicle with the App-controlled

EVC-X Thro�le Controller

+ fitting fee of your choice charged to customer

$215 + gst $255 + gst

up to 40% GP

* limited time o�er
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click here to view throttle controller application guide

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0285/2097/2347/files/iDrive_Application_Catalogue_2023.pdf?v=1705450733
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Frequently asked questions

How easy are Throttle
Controller to install?
Our Thro�le Controller range is
very easy to install!

Developed as a plug & play
product, requiring no tools or
modifications and takes no longer
than 15 minutes to install.

Can Throttle Controllers
be used with other
performance products?

Absolutely In fact, the Thro�le 
Controllers are a great compliment
to many aftermarket performance
modifications.

Performance mods such as ECU
tune, Dyno tune, ECU remap,
Power chip, or ECU reflash focus
on many parameters outside the
thro�le pedal response. Parameters
like fuel injection, ignition timing,
boost pressure, etc. And, while
some tuners Also include pedal
remapping, it is also non-adjustable.
The true benefit of the Thro�le
Controllers lies in their adjustability.

Can’t I just push my pedal
harder?
Your factory pedal has set parameters
or bounds. These parameters can’t
be overridden by physical input, i.e.
pushing your foot harder or further.

The only way to alter the response is
to electronically override it with new
thro�le parameters, achieved by
fi�ing one of our thro�le controllers.

In Ultimate Mode, you can introduce
an enhanced thro�le curve,
modifying the torque request sent
through to the thro�le tables in the
ECU. This request then actuates the
thro�le faster, so you can get to
wide open thro�le at a faster rate

Are Throttle Controllers
good for towing?
Towing benefits greatly from the
thro�le controllers, offering the
ideal thro�le response for just about
any towing situation.

Enhancing your thro�le response
help to alleviate low down leg &
drag, improving your take off. With
a se�ing like Ultimate Mode, you’ll
be able to speed more quickly &
efficiently - improving the overall
driveability of your vehicle whilst
towing.

Likewise, subduing your thro�le
response in Eco Mode conveniently
afford you far more control of your
thro�le, great for low-speed towing
manoeuvres where you don't want
to jerk or jar the thro�le - potentially
overcorrecting yourself.

Do I need a certification if
I fit a Throttle Controller?
No, LVVTA advice that only 
modifications like a chip or a tune
require a certification to be legal on
New Zealand roads. If you have one
of our Thro�le Controllers, and a
WOF officer advises you need a
cert, please contact us, we will help.
The Thro�le Controller is
acknowledge at LVVTA & MTA as
not requiring a modification cert.

Are Throttle Controllers
safe to use?
Yes! Our Thro�le Controllers are
100% safe to use.

As part of development, we test
the controllers to ensure they do
not override or impede any vehicle
features. Each controller is also
then subjected to quality control
test before packaging. The
controllers are backed with lifetime
replacement warranty so you have
confidence & peace of mind in the
purchase.


